
Samsung’s versatile small outdoor signage allows businesses to discover a new 
world of customer engagement through the innovation of being able to showcase 
compelling and entertaining content to captive audiences at ATMs, gas pumps and 
other routine locations that they encounter throughout their day.

quality that harnesses 1500 nit brightness and robust screen performance 

maintaining 24/7 performance.

signage solution that requires no additional parts

and management

SMALL SIZED OUTDOOR DISPLAY 
OH24E



Unparalleled and immaculate picture quality

The exemplary clarity and vivid brightness that emanate 

high contrast ratio allows for vibrant and meticulous detail 

  Enhanced clarity that delivers optimum brightness 
Outdoor signage displays that boast of 1,500 bit brightness in 
order to accommodate crisp and high quality visuals that you 

  True depths of deeper black with an ultra-high contrast ratio   

ratio that enable outdoor signage to emanate true and deep 

with ambient light.

  Circular polarizing technology that overcomes the 
visual limitations of displays     
Regardless if the display has been installed broadwise or palewise, 

with direct sunlight. Meanwhile, a front nano coating layer 

of optical science that delivers clearer, more vivid images and 

uniformity for higher visibility.

enclosure requires no additional parts, such as protection 

and additional enclosures, enabling it to be completely 
ready for virtually any space. 

thinner and more stylish displays than anything else 

any setting while meeting any outdoor design requirements 
that customers would hope for.
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Integrated management of SSSP 3.0

streamline operation of digital signage and improve total 

enables you to create, deploy and manage content more 

usability with other applications.

.

Customizable Auto Brightness sensor

expenses and power consumption of displays with an 

and manage expenses, while extending the overall life of 
the monitor.

Ultra-high ingress defense level

Outdoor signage is often directly exposed to dust, water, 
temperature changes and many other environmental 
variables that can damage the panels and impede 

level protection that extends throughout the waterproof 
design, covering the fan, drain hole, plug and power outlets.

radiation

Outdoor signage is exposed directly or indirectly to sunlight, 
therefore, it must be mechanically designed to endure heat. 

occur when the display’s surface temperature rises above 

for high durability and reliability even under strong sunshine.

Heightened durability and 24/7 uptime

Outdoor signage communication with the general public 
requires a consistent and credible performance that can only be 

more 



Model OH24E

Display

Diagonal Size

Panel Type

Resolution

Pixel Pitch (HxV) 273.9 x 273.9 mm

Active Display Size (HxV)

Contrast Ratio

Viewing Angle (H/V)

Response Time

Display Color

Color Gamut

H-Scanning Frequency

Maximum Pixel Frequency

V-Scanning Frequency

Brightness 1,500nit

Dynamic Contrast Ratio

Connectivity
Video In

Audio Out

Power Power Supply

Dimension
Set Dimension (WxHxD)

Package Dimension (WxHxD)

Weight
Set Weight

Package Weight

Mechanical VESA Mount 100 x 100 mm

Bezel Width

Operation 
Conditions

Temperature

Humidity

General 
Feature Special

Internal Player MagicInfo Support Yes

and 
Compliance

EMC

Safety

Accessory Included

About Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.        

    

www.samsung.com global.samsungtomorrow.com.

SMART Signage          

visit www.samsung.com/displaysolutions 

 
 

 
 


